
THE COMPLETE NAIL TECH PROGRAM

Core 4
THE

MODULE 1 - LAC IT!

MODULE 2 - CBS

MODULE 3 - THE 
PREMIUM COLLECTION 

MODULE 4 - SIMPLY 

30 HOURS EACH
120 HOURS TOTAL



Natural nail knowledge & shaping
Nail anatomy & disorders
Sanitization & hygiene
Prep work, gel polish application, &
removal
Techniques to make your work is 
 flawless, superior, & long-lasting
Basic nail art

WHAT YOU'LL LEARN:WHAT YOU'LL LEARN:

Module 1 - Lac it!

Every new technician will start here learning the
basics of natural nail care and gel polish
application. 

En Vogue's gel polish technique, product, and “9
Free” commitment ensures long-lasting results
and truly healthy nails. These qualities in a
simple service will make you a true
professional, even if this is as far as your nail
journey goes.



Module 2 - CBS 

In-depth understanding & application of
Connect, Build, Shine
Intro to gel; getting comfortable moving
gel
Intro to extensions
Intro to forms & tips

WHAT YOU'LL LEARN:WHAT YOU'LL LEARN:

Known as “builder in a bottle” - this is a tech
favourite and a warm welcome for new
technicians. 

Given its easy application from a polish-like
brush & bottle, the CBS module is a beautiful
introduction to gels.

This course will fast-track your technical skills in
hard gels as well as provide a new level of
efficiency in the salon. This course is essential
in the understanding and movement of hard
gels in the Premium line.



Module 3 - Premium 

Product knowledge of the Premium
collection
Mastering forms
Moving gel with confidence
Full sets, French sets, intro to fills
Troubleshooting difficult nails & lifting
All things shaping

WHAT YOU'LL LEARN:WHAT YOU'LL LEARN:

This module will ensure you're a sought-after
technician with a long-lasting clientele due to
your limitless skillset and en Vogue's superior
quality.

Completing this course will set you apart from
the rest, making you exclusive to the most elite
level of training in the gel world. 

Mastering various shapes, lengths, forms and
rebalancing techniques are just some of the
many skills you will learn in this module.



Module 4 - Simply 

Simply application & product knowledge
Simply fills & overlays
Simply tips & extensions
Salon efficiency with Simply
Intro to Simply colour gels & glitters

WHAT YOU'LL LEARN:WHAT YOU'LL LEARN:

Welcome to the Simply line! 

This user-friendly line is a success in salons
around the world due to its ease to learn and
time-saving qualities. Complete the quickest fills
ever with Simply's diverse collection of self-
leveling gels. After all, time is money!

No matter the service, the Simply line has you
simply covered.


